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This is an ~xtremely simple probe which will detect extremely short
pulses, logic levels, and open circuits for standard TTL and DTL
circuits.

The first two NAND -gates, ~ and !, buffer the input signal and then
drive the following two NAND gates which then indicate the logic
level present by lighting the correct output lamp. '!he firs t input
NAND gate al~ drives two monostable circuits (74123)~ one of which
is set to trigger on a posi,tive-going e~e and the other is set to
trigger on a negative-going -edge. Tl}e Q outputs of the monos tables
are ANDed with_two diodes which are then connected to a lamp. When
either of the Q outputs go to "0, indicating that the monostable has
been triggered, the lamp lights indicating a logic level transition.

The resistor and diode input network will disable the lamp driver
NAND gates when no definite input is present at the probe tip. When
all the lamps are off it indicates an open circuit at the probe.
This makes the probe very useful for detecting open input pins on
integrated circuit packages. Open output pins will give a definite
logic level•. The red and the clear lamps indicate the logic level
present at the input. The flashing of the green lamp will indicate
a logic level transition. The monostables are now set for about a 10
to 25 millisecond pulse.
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Pin numbers shown for signals to 74123. Use 5 V, 20 rnA
lamps as indicators. Color for distinguishing the states.
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